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Can you walk the talk? 

A talk about talks, and walks 

 

 Everyone knows that there are two ways to talk. You can talk with your talk, 

which is a popular way to talk.  People talk with this talk all the time, but when you talk 

with your talk, sometimes there is a problem.  People do not listen to the talk that you 

talk, because of the other talk that you are talking.  It is at this point in my talk that I 

introduce to you the other way to talk.  You can talk with your talk, and most do, but 

when you talk the talk that you talk with your talk, you are also talking a talk that you do 

not talk with your talk, and that talk is the talk that your walk talks.   

 Everyone knows that your walk talks, it is not a new concept.  If I walk a certain 

walk, then I talk a certain talk by walking that walk.  These two “alks” are especially 

important when the talk that you are talking with your talk is talking about walking a 

walk.  I mean, what if the talk that I am talking is about talking a talk by walking a walk, 

but the walk that I am walking is not talking the talk that I am talking about talking with 

the walk that I am walking.  If I am going to talk a talk that talks other people into 

walking a walk, I must walk a walk that talks the same talk that I am talking with the talk 

that I am talking about talking.  If I talk one talk with the talk that I am talking, and talk 

another talk with the walk that I am walking, then no one will take the talk that I am 

talking with my talk seriously, because the talk that I am talking by walking my walk and 

the talk that I am talking by talking my talk are not talking the same talk.  Because, you 

see, your talk talks, and your walk talks, but your walk talks a louder talk than your talk 

talks.  No one will be able to hear the talk that my talk is talking because of how loudly 

the talk that I am talking with my walk is talking.  And if my walk does not walk the 

same talk that my talk talks, then my talk and my walk are both talking bad talks by 

talking the talks they are talking.  So if you want people to respect the talk that you are 
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talking with the talk that you are talking, then you have to make the talk that you are 

talking with your walk and the talk that you are talking with your talk, talk the same talk.  

 As Christians, we cannot afford to talk talks and walk walks that are talking bad 

talks.  But so often, we do just that.  We talk one talk about walks with our talk, and talk 

a completely different talk with the walk we are walking.  We must make a special effort 

to make our walking and our talking talk the same talk.    Since the talk that your walk 

talks is louder than the talk that your talk talks you must make the talk that your walk 

talks talk the same talk that your talk talks, and both the talk that your walk talks and the 

talk that your talk talks must talk the talk that God has taught us to talk.   Because no one 

likes it when you talk one talk and walk another talk, that’s when you talk out of both 

sides of your mouth.  You must talk the talk and walk the walk that God wants us to 

walk.  And the only way to talk the talk and walk the walk that God wants us to talk with 

our talk and walk with our walk is to walk and talk with God. 

 


